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CHAPTER 10. MAPS AND LOCATION
Apps: “MeetMyClassmatesMap” and “SafePlaces”

In this chapter, you'll learn how to add maps and location
information into your apps. You’ll learn about the Global
Positioning System (GPS), the Map and LocationSensor
components, the WebViewer, and the Google Maps API. You’ll
add a map showing people in your “MeetMyClassmates” app
and you’ll build a “Safe Places” app for quick directions to
special places
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INTRODUCTION
We track our children’s locations, point our phone to the sky to learn what stars we’re looking at,
and find our way to anywhere. All of this is possible because of mobile phones, satellites, and the
Global Positioning System (GPS) .
In this chapter you’ll learn to use Thunkable’s Map component to display a custom map within
your app. You’ll use the Map component to expand the “MeetMyClassmates” of Chapter 5 with a
MapScreen showing pictures of all the people.
You’ll also learn about the Google Maps API and an alternative method of displaying a map
based on the WebViewer component and the API. You’ll learn about Maps URLs and URL
parameters, how to display directions on a map, and how to find the current location of the user.
You’ll use this knowledge to build a “SafePlace” app with buttons for quick-access directions to
important places.

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
With the GPS system, every location on earth is defined by a latitude and a longitude, a twonumber value such as the one for this spot in Quito, Ecuador: 0.06265818945546206, 78.33510546638126. The first number is the latitude and defines the North-South location, so a
place near the Equator, like Quito, Ecuador, has a near-zero latitude, as shown in Figure 10.1:

Figure 10.1. Quito, Ecuador has latitudes near 0.0.
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The second number is the longitude. It defines how far east or west you are of the Prime
Meridian. If you visit the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England, you can walk on the Prime
Meridian “line” and its longitude of 0.o.
Go to maps.google.com to find the latitude and longitude of any place. Just control-click (iOS) or
right-click (Windows) on the map and the location numbers will appear as shown in Figure 10.1

THE MAP COMPONENT
Thunkable’s Map component provides functionality for displaying a map and adding markers,
lines and polygons to it.

Map Component Properties
The key properties in the Map component include:
•

Latitude and Longitude. Specify the center of the map that appears.

•

Zoom. Specify the zoom level. Thunkable’s documentation
(https://docs.thunkable.com/map) specifies that the zoom level should be between -15
(most zoomed out) and 15 (most zoomed in). Depending on your need, you’ll need to try
some values for the zoom level.

•

Provider. If you leave this property blank and your app runs in an iPhone, an Apple map
will appear. If you set this property to “google”, or if you run your app on an Android, a
Google map will appear.

•

Map Type. Choose from standard, satellite, hybrid, or terrain.

You can set these properties in the Designer to initialize the map, and use blocks to change
things dynamically.

Map Events and Functions
The Map component has a number of functions for adding text, images, or shapes to a map, as
shown in Figure 10.2:
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Figure 10.2. The Map component’s functions and events.
addMarker displays the default marker at a location. addIconMarker lets you specify an
image that should appear at the location. You can also draw lines and shapes and delete
anything you’ve added.
when Map.onMapReady is triggered when the map is loaded and ready for your code to place
items on the map. It triggers after the Screen’s Open event, so always add your markers and
other items for the map in the onMapReady event.
when Map.onUserLocationChange is triggered when the phone (user) moves. This event is
key for “breadcrumb” apps that record paths. There are also events for when the user presses the
map or a marker on the map. With these events and functions, you can provide a rich interactive
experience for the user.

ADD A MAP SCREEN TO “MEET MY
CLASSMATES”
In this section, you’ll remix the “MeetMyClassmates” app of Chapter 5 to include a latitude and
longitude of a significant place for each person in the spreadsheet, and you’ll code the app to
loop through the location information and display a marker for each person on the Map.
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To begin, copy your “MeetMyClassmates” app and name the copy “MeetClassmatesMap”. Then
copy the spreadsheet that the app is based on and add two more columns to it, naming one “lat”
and one “long”. Be sure and add your new spreadsheet as a Data Source in the app.
Using Google Maps, identify a place of interest for each person (hometown?) in the spreadsheet
and add the latitude and longitude in the proper row and column.
For example, I (David Wolber) was born in Mercy Hospital of Sacramento. I searched for that in
Google Maps, control-clicked on the location, then copied the latitude/longitude pair that was
shown. I copied that into my spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 10.3.

Figure 10.3. The spreadsheet with columns for lat and long.
If you are building this app for your class or organization, you might even share the spreadsheet
and allow each person to enter their own data including the latitude and longitude of their
hometown.
Next, add a new screen to “MeetMyClassmatesMap” named “MapScreen”, and drag a Map
component into the new screen. In the Designer, set the latitude and longitude of your Map
component to appropriate values in order to center it. You can also set the Zoom property. The
people in my spreadsheet are located in the United States, so I centered the map in Kansas,
which is in the middle. I set the Zoom property to -10 which resulted in most of the country
appearing.
The next step is to provide access to the MapScreen from Screen1. In Screen1, add a button,
“MapButton”, with the text “map”. Then, in the when MapButton.Click event handler, add
code to navigate to the new MapScreen.
You need to perform some bookkeeping in your Screen1 as well. The original
“MeetMyClassmates” defined one variable, idList, and loaded the ids from the spreadsheet into
it. Now you need to define four additional app variables: nameList, picList, latList, and longlist,
and load the data from the spreadsheet into them.
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Recall from Chapter 5 that the “Data Source” folder has blocks for accessing the data in the
spreadsheet. list of values in loads an entire column in the spreadsheet. In Screen1.Opens, call
that block four additional times (five total) to load in the names, latitudes, longitudes, ids and
pics from the spreadsheet into your list variables. It is common to bring the data from the sheet
into variables so you can process it. In this case, you’ll use the data to add markers to your map.
Figure 10.4 shows the blocks for when Screen1.Opens and when MapButton.Click,

Figure 10.4. The Screen1 blocks for loading data and navigating to the map.
Now you’re ready to code the blocks for the MapScreen and add markers to your Map. Be
careful here—you want to initialize your map in the when Map1.onMapReady event, not the
when MapScreen.Opens event.
The code should loop through the list variables you created in Screen1 and show each person
with an icon marker on the map. Figure 10.5 shows the blocks:

Figure 10.5. When the map loads, add markers for each person.
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The count with block is used to loop through the items in the list. The counter variable i begins
at 1. The blocks within the count with will be repeated n times, where n is the length of the
nameList (which is also the length of the other lists). On each iteration, the person’s picture is
added as the icon, at the latitude and longitude defined in the spreadsheet, and with a title set to
the person’s name.
Figure 10.6 shows the MapScreen in action with the locations of the people in my spreadsheet:

Figure 10.6. The MapScreen showing the people in the spreadsheet

WEBVIEWER AND THE GOOGLE MAPS API
Thunkable’s Map component is useful and the Thunkable team is continually adding new
functionality to it. There is also an alternative way to add a map to your app. The method uses
the WebViewer component, which is an embedded browser that can show any website within
your app, and it makes use of URLs using the Google Maps Application Programmer Interface
(API). This alternative way to show maps allows you to take advantage of the extensive Google
Maps API including what you’ll do in this section, which is displaying directions on a map.
An API, in general, defines the format by which you access functionality. The Google Maps API
defines the format of the URLs you can use to display a map.
Google Maps URLs for searching begin with https://www.google.com/maps/search?api=1. For
instance, https://www.google.com/maps/search/?api=1&query=Eiffel+Tower shows a map
with the Eiffel Tower in Paris centered on the map. Try typing that URL into a browser!
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Think of the “maps/search” of the URL as a function, similar to Thunkable’s functions you call
with blocks. The URL is basically calling a function named “maps/search” on Google’s servers.
The parameters to the function come after the function name in the URL. The first parameter
always appears after a “?” and additional parameters appear after “&”s. For the URL
https://www.google.com/maps/search/?api=1&query=Eiffel+Tower, “api” is the name of the
first parameter and its value is “1”. The “api” parameter just specifies that Google’s universal
cross-platform API will be used.
The second parameter is named “query” and its value is “Eiffel+Tower”. The “+” denotes a
space, so the parameter is specifying that the map should show results for the search term
“Eiffel Tower”. If you put the URL into a browser, the Eiffel Tower in Paris will be centered on it.
A second Maps API function, “maps/@”, is used to display a map using GPS coordinates, as in
this sample:
https://www.google.com/maps/@?api=1&map_action=map&center=37.764387990412
324,-122.45743679060993
The parameters for the “maps/@” function include “api”, “map_action” which should be set to
“map”, and “center”, which is set to a latitude and longitude.
Another Maps API function is “maps/dir”, which shows directions from one place to another.
For example, the URL:
“https://www.google.com/maps/dir/?api=1&origin=37.77652094813085,122.45068669027548&destination=37.77177191867418,-122.47180103813703”
shows directions from the Rose Garden in San Francisco to the University of San Francisco. The
parameters for the “maps/dir” function are “api”, “origin”, and “destination”. The
documentation for the entire Google Maps API is at
“https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/urls/get-started.”
To explore, create a new app and name it “Safe Places”. Drag a WebViewer component onto the
Screen, and in the Designer set the WebViewer’s URL to one of the URLs above. Play around
some with URL parameters to show different maps.
The WebViewer is a browser embedded within your app. The user can interact with it without
leaving your app, which is an advantage compared to a link that takes them away. In your apps,
you can add components around the WebViewer and essentially expand the page’s (map’s) user
interface.
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LOCATION SENSING
The LocationSensor component tells you the current location of the phone on which the app is
running. The component can be found within the Blocks Editor’s “Sensors” folder. The
GetCurrentLocation function is shown in Figure 10.7.

Figure 10.7. GetCurrentLocation reports the GPS location of the phone
The output parameters of the function provide the latitude and longitude of the user’s current
location. The error parameter will report if there was a problem accessing the GPS data.

CREATE A “SAFE PLACES” APP
Using a WebViewer and LocationSensor, make an app with two buttons. Clicking each button
should bring up directions to a safe place for the user. For this sample, make the app specific to
you or someone you know personally. Later, you might generalize it to make it useful to any
user.
•

If you created a “Safe Places” app earlier, use it. Otherwise create a new app and add a
WebViewer to it. Then code the when Screen1.Opens so that the user’s current location
is displayed on the map. Call LocationSensor.CurrentLocation and then use the
location information returned to build a Google Maps API URL that centers the map at
that location. The blocks are shown in Figure 10.8:

Figure 10.8. Show the user’s current location on map
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Note that the full text in the block at the top of the join is
“https://www.google.com/maps/@?api=1&map_action=map&center=”.
•

Consider the user you are building the app for (maybe you?), and determine the latitude
and longitude for two significant places. For my sample, I’ll use the UCSF hospital in San
Francisco, and the Rose Garden in Golden Gate Park, the first being for a physical
emergency, the second if my soul is in need of beauty. Go to maps.google.com and
determine the latitude and longitude of your two spots.

•

Add two buttons to your “SafePlaces” app. Set the text on the buttons to describe them.
For me, one button says “Hospital” and the other says “Rose Garden.

•

Code the buttons to change the WebViewer’s URL when each button is clicked. Using the
locations I determined, the blocks for my when HospitableButton.Click appear as in
Figure 10.9:

Figure 10.9. When the button is clicked, show directions

SUMMARY
Humans now carry around very powerful computers—our phones-- and there are powerful
satellites in the sky that can determine everyone’s location. We are only just beginning to figure
out how to utilize these phenomena and now you have some super powers to explore it yourself.
Thunkable’s Map component and LocationSensor make the process of displaying custom maps
and determining the user’s location easy. You can also bypass the Map component and use the
WebViewer and Google Maps API to take advantage of the rich features available there.
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RAFIKI BREAKS IT DOWN
You have no idea how excited I am to write this particular RBID segment. For a long time now, I
have understood the power of Application Program Interfaces (APIs) and have longed for ways
to put them at the command of novices like yourself. Oftentimes the challenge of being a
visionary advocate, is that you have to wait for the everyday landscape to catch up to what you
can foresee. Finally, the Land of APIs is being opened up for neophytes. With Thunkable you
now have a visa to enter. Welcome!
You just tapped into the richness of Google’s Maps API, which offers much more than we had
time to describe here. In Chapter 14 you’ll explore the Books API and learn about APIs that
return JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Realize, though, that these are just examples of a
vast world!
Imagine if teams of experienced developers, seasoned technology leaders and venture
capitalists, were to spend years and millions to develop various powerful platforms. Then
further imagine that the resources of such developments were made easily available to outsiders
who did not help build or did not invest in the heavy lift that built them. That’s the world of APIs
in a nutshell. Others labor and construct but you get to leverage the fruits of their labor.
How vast is API Land? Consider this: I am constantly invited to API developer conferences such
as API World, which draws developers from over 50 different countries. There is such a thing as
the API Economy which is written about by Forbes Magazine and driven by multi-billion-dollar
entities such as MuleSoft, Plaid or Postman-- the latter catalogs an inventory of 10,200 different
APIs built or accessed by developers from every country in the world. There’s even a State of The
API Report released annually. In a word, there’s a there there and now you can increasingly tap
into it, to bring your apps to life with all manner of functionality. You’ll repeatedly look like a
Genius Genie, as you leverage the creativity of millions of other developer minds from around
the world. API power is Genie power. Make the API do what it do, for you (and those whom
your apps will serve).

CONCEPTUALIZE
1. What does a “?” and a “&” denote within a URL?
2. How is a URL involving the Google Maps API like calling a function?
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CUSTOMIZE
1. Modify the “MeetMyClassmates” app so that each person’s description also appears when
touched on the map (currently the name appears). You’ll need to load the descriptions in from
the spreadsheet.
2. Change the “Safe Places” app so that it shows walking directions instead of driving. You’ll
need to add an additional parameter to the URLs. Check out the Google Maps API
documentation: https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/urls/get-started.

CREATE
1. Create an “Where’s My Car?” app that lets the user record a location and then later shows a
map from the user’s current location to the saved location.
2. Consider your own life and design and build an app with a map and/or LocationSensor that
helps you and/or the world in some way.
•

Use #DragAndDropCode and #MadeWithThunkable on your social media platforms.

•

@ us at @DragAndDropCode on Twitter and Instagram.

Chapter Resources: draganddropcode.com/bookCh10/
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